Today’s Objectives

- Overview of library workshops
- “Finding the Evidence” in context
- Discover what you already know
- Reminder to use the resources at: guides.library.ubc.ca/physicaltherapy
Library Workshop Schedule: Jan – Mar 2018

1. Jan 22-Feb 5 – Do the EIHC online Modules
2. Feb 5 – KOERNER Library 217 90 min. (2 sections)
3. Feb 19 - in class quiz on Finding the Evidence
4. Mar 5 – Woodward Library 90 min. (3 sections)
5. Mar 19 – Woodward Library Tutorials (3 sections)
PHTH 526 COURSE OBJECTIVES

- Develop a basic literature search strategy to answer a specific question
- Perform and document a basic literature search
The role of Database Searching Skills in your Research Projects

- **WHAT IS KNOWN**
- **SIMILAR**
- **RATIONALE**

**BACKGROUND**
- WHAT IS KNOWN
- SIMILAR
- RATIONALE

**IDEAS**
- METHODS
- SURVEY DESIGN
- ADAPTABLE

**WRITING**
- LATEST INFO
- IN TEXT CITATIONS
- BIBLIOGRAPHY
Clinical decision making, Patient information

Staying refreshed, adopting new interventions, designing programmes

Managing time; being more efficient

Getting better grades
How to find information

- Summon
- UBC Full text
- Google Scholar
- Google
RESULTS

Quick
Brilliant
Lots
Using PICO to find information

Jan 22-Feb 5 EIHC Modules
Resources

*Different sources of information have different uses at different times.*
LEVELS OF EVIDENCE - 6S MODEL

Licensed topical databases

- PUBMED/
- MEDLINE

- EMBASE

- CINAHL

- Other

Woodward Mar 5, 19, 27
Help Design the Workshops

Please tell me what you already know or want to learn at this link:

PHTH 526 Library Workshop Survey
Thank you
Remember next session is at Koerner Library